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Spain. From the tenth to the twelfth centuries this influence
became yet greater; Byzantine art was at that time 'the art
which set the standard for Europe', and its supremacy can
be compared only with that of French art in the thirteenth
century. For any choice work, if it were difficult of execution
or of rare quality, recourse was had to Constantinople.
Russian princes of Kiev, Venetian doges, abbots of Monte
Cassino, merchants of Amalfi, or Norman kings of Sicily—
if a church had to be built, decorated with mosaics, or en-
riched with costly work in gold and silver, it was to the great
city on the Bosphorus that they resorted for artists or works
of art.   Russia, Venice, southern Italy, and Sicily were at
that time virtually provincial centres of East Christian art.
The twelfth-century frescoes of the churches of Nereditza,
near Novgorod, Pskov and Staraya Ladoga, and especially
those lately discovered in St, Demetrius at Vladimir, repeat
the creations of the masters of the Byzantine capital.  The
same may be said of the eleventh-century mosaics at Kiev in
the churches of St. Sophia and St. Michael of the Golden
Heads.   The bronze doors preserved in the churches of
Amalfi, Salerno, at Monte Sant' Angelo, and San Paolo
Without the Walls are Byzantine works, as is likewise the
beautiful fresco over the entrance to Sant' Angelo in Formis,
The art which arose in the eleventh century at the great
Abbey of Monte Cassino and that which in the twelfth and
thirteenth centuries decorated with mosaics the churches of
Rome are profoundly marked by Oriental influence. By their
style, arrangement, and iconography the mosaics of St.
Mark's at Venice and of the cathedral at Torcello clearly
reveal their Byzantine origin. Similarly those of the Palatine
Chapel, the Martorana at Palermo, and the cathedral of
Cefalu, together with the vast decoration of the cathedral at
Monreale, demonstrate the influence of Byzantium on the
Norman Court of Sicily in the twelfth century.   Hispano-
Moorish art was unquestionably derived from the Byzantine.
Romanesque art owes much to the East, from which it
borrowed not only its decorative forms but the plan of some
of its buildings, as is proved, for instance, by the domed
churches of south-western France.   The Ottoman renais-
sance in Germany in the tenth and eleventh centuries was

